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Appendix 1: Partial Dependence plots 

Figure S1: Partial dependence plot for variables influencing fire containment within the first two hours of ground crews arriving. Predictor 

variables are plotted in order of importance values and show the predictor value on the y-axis and the probability of containment on the x-axis. 

Ignition cause is separated into categories; 1= deliberate, 2 = accidental, 3 = undetermined, 4= lightning and 5 = powerline. Shading around the 

mean line shows the minimum and maximum containment probability for each predictor value. More shading indicates greater variation in 

containment probability.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S2: Partial dependence plot for variables influencing fire containment within two to four hours of ground crews arriving. Predictor 

variables are plotted in order of importance values and show the predictor value on the y-axis and the probability of containment on the x-axis. 

Shading around the mean line shows the minimum and maximum containment probability for each predictor value. More shading indicates greater 

variation in containment probability. 



 

Figure S3: Partial dependence plot for variables influencing fire containment within four to 24 hours of ground crews arriving. Predictor 

variables are plotted in order of importance values and show the predictor value on the y-axis and the probability of containment on the x-axis. 

Ignition cause is separated into categories; 1= deliberate, 2 = accidental, 3 = undetermined, 4= lightning and 5 = powerline. Shading around the 

mean line shows the minimum and maximum containment probability for each predictor value. More shading indicates greater variation in 

containment probability. 


